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Abstract. Algorithms working on sequences are influenced by the statistical properties of the sequences. Algo-
rithms for fragment assembly for example usually produce a worse result if there are many repetitions. Also the
space usage and running time of many data structures and algorithms depend on the statistical properties of the
underlying text.
We implemented tt-analyze, a tool to analyze sequences for certain statistical properties, among others the en-
tropy, the number and distribution of different substrings, and the repeat structure. Besides, we also designed and
implemented tt-generate, a tool to generate synthetic sequences with certain predefined properties, using models
such as a Markov process, a discrete autoregressive process, and a repeat model. In bioinformatics these models
have primarily been used to analyze given sequences, whereas here, we use them to also generate synthetic ones.
The respective parameters of the models can be defined manually or be learned from given training data.
The combination of both tools allows to generate sequences that are similar to real world sequences with respect to
certain properties. This will allow to investigate the performance of algorithms under to some extent realistic, yet
controlled conditions, and to determine the degree of dependence from parameters of the underlying sequence.
Both tools have an extensible design which allows the integration of new modules for other statistical properties or
generating models with the same programming interface.

Keywords: models, genome analysis, efficient sequence analysis, efficient algorithms, machine learning, Markov
process

1 Introduction

Analyzing the statistical properties of sequences plays an important role in bioinformatics as well as in other areas
such as automatic translation, text compression, etc. Sequences of interest in these applications are for example DNA
or protein sequences, natural language texts, or binary sequences. The wide range of properties that are analyzed
include for instance the character distribution, different measures of entropy, the number of different substrings, and
the number of repeats. This statistical analysis can then lead to biological or linguistic conclusions and can also help
to understand the performance of algorithms and data structures.

Another general goal is to build theoretical models for the underlying generating process of the sequences. These
models are often stochastic processes such as Markov chains, but can also be based on formal grammars or yet com-
pletely different approaches. Often these models are based on a set of parameters and these parameters can in some
cases be learned from given real world data. With the resulting fully determined model it is then possible to generate
new, artificial sequences which resemble certain modeled properties of real sequences.

Motivation Synthetically generated sequences can be used as test instances in bioinformatics, for example to evaluate
the performance of genome sequencing methods. The benefit of artificial sequences is that complete knowledge about
the correct solution is available. This is opposed to the sequencing of a real genome, where the correct solution is



unknown. Furthermore, a generator for artificial sequences allows to study in isolation the impact of one parameter on
the quality of the solution.

Another motivation is to enable a systematic comparison of data structures and algorithms on strings. The space
consumption and the running time of index structures and algorithms for pattern matching often depend on the sta-
tistical properties of the underlying text. The size of a q-gram index, a suffix tree, and a compressed index structure
depends for example on the number of different q-grams, the number of repetitions and the entropy of the text, respec-
tively (these dependencies will be explained in more detail below). If the statistical properties of given sequences can
be determined and if it is even possible to generate artificial sequences with predefined properties, one can measure the
impact of these properties on the performance of the algorithms and data structures. By learning the properties from
real world data, it is possible to examine this dependency under controlled but realistic conditions. The goal is to make
statements characterizing which algorithmic approach works well under which circumstances.

Contribution We built two tools: tt-analyze to analyze sequences for various statistical properties and
tt-generate to generate artificial sequences based on different models. Both tools are implemented extensible and
provide a uniform interface for the different statistical properties and generating models, respectively. The tools as
well as the test data are available online.1

The generator uses methods that were previously used in bioinformatics mainly to analyze sequences, but not to
generate them. This includes a Markov process, a discrete autoregressive process [JL83], and an approximate repeats
model [AED98], where we extend the underlying generating model from a 0-order Markov process to a higher order
Markov process. The parameters of the models can either be defined manually or learned from given training data.
We studied the quality of this learning process by comparing the generated sequences to the original sequences and
observed that some statistical properties are modeled well by the respective generating processes, whereas others are
not.

Test Sequences The methods can be used with different types of biological sequences, such as DNA or protein se-
quences and we also evaluated the performance for natural language texts. For the presentation we focus here on DNA
sequences. In the evaluation we used the following sequences:

– A fragment of coding DNA of the fruitfly: downloaded from the NCBI2 in April 2010. (Total length: 6333 bp,
FASTA header: >gi|8203|emb|X54251.1| D. melanogaster neurogenic locus mastermind mRNA
for a nuclear protein)

– Human genome: the set of all human chromosomes, downloaded from the NCBI in August 2009. (Total length:
ca. 3 Gbp)

– German: a concatenation of all German texts from the Project Gutenberg3, downloaded in August 2009 (ca.
275 MB)

– French: see above (ca. 800 MB)

Outline The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related work addressing the analysis and
generation of sequences, in particular in the context of bioinformatics. Section 3 contains motivations and defini-
tions for the statistical properties considered and shows how they are measured by tt-analyze. Section 4 explains
the different models used by tt-generate, describes how to infer their parameters from training data, and shows
experimental results. Section 6 concludes with a discussion and an outlook of other models to be integrated.

1 http://www14.in.tum.de/papi/
2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
3 http://www.gutenberg.org/



2 Related Work

At the time when the human genome had not yet been fully sequenced, Myers built a dataset generator for shotgun se-
quencing [Mye99]. This tool is called celsim and generates sequences that are similar to real genome DNA sequences
regarding the repeat structures. This is achieved by using a stochastic formal grammar. Experiments comparing the
synthetically generated sequences with real genomic sequences indicate that this model is a good approximation for
the properties of the repeat structures. However, other properties such as the entropy or the distribution of the q-grams
are not modeled. The tool further contains a module to produce other sequences of related individuals or species based
on a given input sequence, by applying simple block deletions, translocations, or single point substitutions. Further-
more it is possible to simulate the shotgun sequencing process by extracting fragments from generated sequences. One
important reason for building celsim was the lack of available real world data (only 6 % of the human genome had
been sequenced at this time). Nevertheless, even today it is important to have a generator for synthetic, but realistic
sequences to test the influence of the statistical parameters on the performance of algorithms.

Another model for DNA sequences tries to explicitly describe repeated regions, also for the case that the repeat
contains some deviations [AED98]. This model is based on ideas from Lempel and Ziv and would allow to compress
DNA sequences. But the actual goal of this model is to make conclusions about the statistical and thereby biological
properties of the underlying sequence (see also [SACD01] and [DPA+07]). The base sequence is assumed to have been
generated by a zero-order or first-order Markov model and the repeat model is used to generate new sequences. We
will extend this by implementing a generator containing approximate repeats using a higher-order Markov model in
Section 3.4.

In bioinformatics some related tools have been developed. On the one hand, there are tools to simulate the evolution
of a given genome sequence, e. g. sgEvolver of the software package Mauve [DMBP04], Mutagen of the alignment
evaluation suite ThurGood [SMM+04], and the recently developed program Evolver [EABS09]. On the other hand,
there are tools to simulate the extraction of reads from a genome, e. g. MetaSim [ROA+08] and Mason [Hol10]. Both
kinds of tools can be used very well together with a sequence simulator like celsim or the generator described in this
paper.

In the context of index structures for pattern matching there is a text generator gentext available as part of the
Pizza&Chili Corpus4, a benchmark for compressed index structures [FGNV09]. It produces texts following a uniform
distribution over an alphabet of adjustable size. Additionally there are also texts with artificially introduced repeats
available for download, but their generator is not available online and presumably is not able to learn the parameters
from given training data.

In bioinformatics and computer science there are countless other models trying to describe the generation of
character sequences. One recent approach is the Sequence Memoizer [WGA+11] which tries to extend Markov
models so that also long-range dependencies and power-law properties can be modeled, while staying computationally
feasible. The applications are language modeling, a good prediction of the next character in the sequence, and text
compression, but in this work the model is not used to generate sequences.

3 Sequence Analysis

In order to analyze statistical properties of sequences it is necessary to make an assumption about the underlying
model that generates the sequences. Within this work a sequence over an alphabet Σ is regarded as an instance of a
stationary ergodic discrete stochastic process (Xt)t∈N with Xt : Ω → Σ. (In general the assumption of stationarity
of DNA sequences is controversial, since for example chromosomes exhibit higher level structures. However, the
properties analyzed here are not affected significantly by small deviations of stationarity [DHH03].) The simplifying

4 http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/, http://pizzachili.di.unipi.it/



assumption of stationarity and ergodicity allows to use one finite sample of the generating process and to link the
relative frequencies in the sequence with the probabilities of the process.

This section gives an overview of the statistical properties implemented in the tool tt-analyze so far. For each
property we will motivate why it is interesting (especially in the context of bioinformatics) and describe how to
measure it. In the implementation, the properties are realized as different modules with a uniform interface, allowing
an integration of new modules.

3.1 q-gram Frequencies

A q-gram of a string is simply a substring of length q.5 (The number of different 1-grams for example equals the size
of the actually used alphabet.)

In the field of bioinformatics there is active research regarding the distribution of q-grams, for example in exam-
ining their frequency distribution in different species [CHG+09]. Another well known application of q-gram analysis
is the difference of the CpG content in coding and non-coding regions respectively [FPJ+05,CHG+09]. In natural
language texts, q-grams can for example be used to identify the language of a given text [Dun94].

Furthermore, the performance of some data structures for strings (like the q-gram index [NBY98]) depends on
the number and the distribution of the q-grams. To evaluate the performance of q-gram based index structures one
can therefore analyze texts for their q-gram distribution, perform experiments with the index structure, and then make
statements relating the statistics of the text with the performance of the data structure.
tt-analyze calculates for a given sequence and a given value q the number of different q-grams and for each

q-gram the number of occurrences. In the implementation, memory is saved by storing the q-grams not explicitly but
solely the position within the sequence. Therefore it is possible to also handle sequences containing many different
q-grams (e. g. like in natural language texts).

We used tt-analyze for example to analyze the 2-gram frequencies of the coding subsequence of Drosophila
melanogaster (see Section 1) with human chromosome 22. The output of the tool facilitates to analyze the difference
in the distributions of the 2-grams, for example the difference in the CpG content of both sequences.

3.2 Entropy

The Shannon entropy H is a well known measure for the degree of randomness (or equivalently the information)
within a sequence [SPS48].6 In information theory the entropy is a lower bound for the optimal compression rate. The
entropy H of one random variable Xt is formally defined as H(Xt) := −

∑
w∈Σ p(Xt = w) log p(Xt = w) and represents

the uncertainty about the value of the random variable Xt. It can canonically be extended to multiple random variables
by using tuples of random variables. The conditional entropy of order n is denoted by H(Xt | Xt−n, . . . , Xt−1) and
represents the remaining uncertainty about the value of the random variable Xt given that the values of the random
variables Xt−n, . . . , Xt−1 are known.

Under the assumption that a stochastic process is stationary and ergodic, it is possible to estimate its entropy and
conditional entropy of order n by analyzing one sequence generated by the process. The block entropy of order n of a
stochastic process (Xt)t∈N can then be defined as Hn := H(X1, . . . , Xn).

In biological applications the entropy can be used to draw conclusions about biological sequences. In some species
it is observed to be lower in non-coding regions, whereas in other species it lower in coding regions: An analysis of the
genome of Escherichia coli revealed for example that the entropy in coding regions is slightly lower than in non-coding
regions, and the entropy of triplets of nucleotides in the correct reading frame is significantly lower than in the wrong

5 In other contexts q-grams are sometimes also called n-gram and k-mer.
6 From here on we simply use the term entropy to denote the Shannon entropy.



reading frame [LIHL92]. Opposed to this, another study on the entropy of 37 eukaryotic sequences from GenBank (in
the year 1994) observed a lower entropy in the non-coding regions [MBG+94]. In any case, depending on the species,
the analysis of the entropy of a DNA sequence can possibly give an indication when searching for coding regions of
previously unidentified genes.

The entropy also plays an important role in the analysis of data structures for strings, since many compressed index
data structures (like the different versions of the compressed suffix arrays, the FM-index or Ziv-Lempel based index
structures [NM07]) have the related measure empirical entropy [Man01] of the sequence as a factor in their space
usage. The index structures therefore need less space if the text has a low entropy, which fortunately often is the case
for real world instances.
tt-analyze measures the block entropy and the conditional entropy for a given order n by using relative n + 1-

gram and n-gram frequencies as estimates. However, this estimation is biased resulting in too small values for the
entropy, since relative frequencies are used instead of actual probabilities of the (unknown) underlying stochastic
process [SG96]. There are several possibilities to accommodate for this effect. tt-analyze uses a correction term
which is based on a Taylor series of order 1 as described in [SG96].

Using techniques from [HES94,HD06] we tried to verify some of their results with tt-analyze. We calculated
the conditional entropies for the first n orders and used the output from tt-analyze to create diagrams similar to the
ones in [HES94,HD06]. It is possible to see the “increasing decline” (negative second derivative) of the conditional
entropy in Figure 1 (right). When using tt-analyze to calculate the conditional entropy of natural language texts, we
found that with higher orders it decreases fast (as expected) since of all possible q-grams only a small subsets occurs
in natural language. This can be interpreted that the distribution of one character is mainly determined by very few
characters preceding it.

3.3 Mutual Information

The mutual information I is an entropy-based measure for the correlation between two random variables:
I(X,Y) := H(X) − H(X | Y) = H(Y) − H(Y | X) [SPS48,Li90]. When used with a stochastic process it can mea-
sure the correlation a random variable at two points in time: I(k) := I(Xt, Xt+k). The mutual information function can
model only simple kinds of dependencies but is relatively fast to compute even for larger ranges of the parameter k.

A biological application is the detection of short-range and long-range correlations in DNA sequences
[LK92,HG95,HGB+03,GHBS00]. For example Grosse et al. claim that the mutual information function can be used
to differentiate coding and non-coding regions without prior training or knowledge of the exact species [GHBS00]. In
many cases the codon structure inside a coding region is visible through the mutual information function [HG95].

To measure the mutual information, tt-analyze estimates the pairwise conditional probabilities between two
symbols of distance k by using relative frequencies. Since this can be done fast, it is possible to evaluate the function
for many values of k allowing the analysis of its development with growing k.

Using tt-analyze we could expose the codon structure in the Drosophila melanogaster neurogenic locus mas-
termind mRNA as can be seen in Figure 1 (left). We could also observe in accordance with the results of [LK92]
that the value of the function always stayed above the expected value for a random sequence also for higher orders k,
indicating long-range correlations. Additionally we used tt-analyze to analyze natural language texts and observed
that the mutual information function takes high values for small values of k (k in the order of a small word), but then
decreases rapidly. (Our analysis of both German and French texts showed similar characteristics.)

3.4 Approximate Repeats

Repetitive structures are very common in DNA as well as in natural language texts. They influence the performance
of algorithms and data structures, such as suffix trees where the internal nodes correspond to the substrings occurring
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Fig. 1. Mutual Information Function (left): Comparison of the mutual information of the human chromosome Y, a sequence gener-
ated by a discrete autoregressive process (order 100), and a Markov process (order 7), both trained on the chromosome sequence.
The copying mechanism of the discrete autoregressive process can reproduces the correlation structure well. The Markov process
models the function well up to its order n and then drops rapidly, failing to model the mutual information for higher orders. (See
also Section 3.3, Section 4.1, and Section 4.2.)
Conditional Entropy (right): Comparison of the conditional entropy of the human chromosome 22, a sequence generated by a
discrete autoregressive process (order 100), and a Markov process (order 7), both trained on the chromosome sequence. It turns
out that the rather simple discrete autoregressive process is not able to reproduce the correlations as measured by the entropy. The
trained Markov process can model the properties of the original sequence up to order n + 1 after which the entropy remains almost
constant. (See also Section 3.2, and Section 4.1.)

more than once [Gus97]. Repeats also have an influence on biological algorithms: fragment assembly in the shotgun
sequencing process for example works best if there are few and short repeats. Detecting and modeling repeats in DNA
is not trivial if one also wants to allow approximate repeats, i. e. repeats containing a certain number of deviations.

The model by Allison et al. [AED98] is based on a Markov process combined with ideas of Lempel and Ziv.
Besides generating characters according to the Markov model, there is an additional possibility to start a repeat.
Within a repeat there are four operations: copy, change, insert and delete.

Given a sequence, the goal is to extract the parameters of the underlying (unknown) model, that generated the
sequence. The resulting parameters allow to make general statements about the frequency of the approximate repeats
and the degree to which the repeats differ from each other within this sequence. This can for example help to determine
if a given sequence contains a lot of small repeats or a few long repeats [AED98]. Other applications of the same model
are [SACD01] and [DPA+07].

The estimation procedure works by defining a repeat graph (see [AED98] for an illustration) which represents
possible explanations of how the training sequence might have been generated. The likelihood that the sequence was
generated by this model is improved iteratively by an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The algorithm has
per iteration a running time quadratic in the length of the sequence and needs linear space. It is possible to speedup
the process by only inspecting the most relevant parts of the graph around exact repeats of minimum length [AED98].

In tt-analyze we implemented this model and the parameter estimation procedure (including the speedup). In
the original proposal a Markov chain of order 0 or 1 is used with two kinds of repeats, namely forward and reverse-
complementary repeats. We extended this by using a higher order Markov chain and additionally reverse repeats.

We focused on evaluating the parameter estimation algorithm rather than analyzing biological sequences for their
repeat structure (like it is done in [SACD01] and [DPA+07]). The conclusions regarding the parameter estimation are
described together with the generating process in Section 4.3.



4 Sequence Generation

The tool tt-generate generates sequences based on a chosen model. The model’s parameters can either be defined
manually or trained from real sequences using tt-analyze. tt-generate has a modular framework facilitating the
integration of new models. In this section we will give a brief overview of the models implemented so far.

For each model, we give a description together with a motivation and discuss the advantages and limitations. Each
model was tested in the following way: A training sequence was analyzed and used for parameter estimation. Next,
artificial sequences were generated with the trained model and analyzed again, using the methods described in the
previous section. The results were then compared to the original sequence to evaluate the parameter estimation.

4.1 Markov Process

Markov processes have been studied in many areas and are also very popular in bioinformatics. Of special interest are
time-homogeneous Markov processes where the transition probabilities do not depend on t. They can be defined by
a starting distribution for the first n symbols and a single transition probability distribution for all Xt with t > n. The
defining property of a Markov process of order n is that the outcome of a random variable Xt only depends on the
outcome of the previous n variables. In the context of sequences this means that the distribution at a certain position
only depends on the n preceding characters.

Markov processes allow to accurately model short-range correlations between positions within a distance of at
most n. In the analysis of mammalian and non-mammalian DNA sequences it has for example also been observed that
lower order Markov processes can also model complex q-gram distributions well [CHG+09].

In order to train a Markov process from a given sequence we assume that the underlying Markov process is time-
homogeneous, irreducible, and stationary. Time-homogeneity allows us to estimate transition probabilities by relative
transition frequencies. Stationarity ensures that the starting distribution is a stationary distribution. Irreducibility en-
sures that this stationary distribution can be estimated by n-gram frequencies. Both transition frequency and relative
n-gram frequency can be calculated in a single run counting n + 1-grams. To ensure the resulting Markov process is
irreducible as well, we decided to append the first n-gram to the end of the training sequence. If the sequence is long
compared to n this modification will not change the distributions significantly.

We found that a trained Markov process of order n models almost exactly the q-gram distribution of the original
sequence for q ≤ n + 1. This is no coincidence since the trained Markov process is irreducible and therefore the
relative frequencies in a generated text will be roughly equal to the stationary distribution. Since the stationary distri-
bution of the trained process is approximately the relative frequency distribution in the original sequence, the q-gram
distributions will be similar in original and generated sequences. As a consequence, both the entropy and the mutual
information function of the generated and the original sequence are very similar up to order n or n+1 for block entropy
respectively. Our experiments verify this theoretical result as can be seen in Figure 1 (left and right).

4.2 Discrete Autoregressive Process

Markov processes are very flexible but require an exponential amount of memory (since there are |Σ |n many distinct
n-grams). A discrete autoregressive process of order n is a simplified Markov process [JL83]. It can be represented
very compactly (with n + |Σ |+ 1 parameters) and can therefore be used also with higher orders. The behavior is similar
to a Markov chain of order zero but additionally has a certain probability to copy one of the n preceding characters
according to a given distribution. A discrete autoregressive process models simple correlations up to order n.

In bioinformatics discrete autoregressive processes can model short-range correlations and can help to filter out
long-range correlations [DHH03]. Discrete autoregressive processes are good in capturing the mutual information
function of DNA sequences. Despite their simplicity they are accurate enough to allow the distinction between species
[DPHH05]. An introduction to discrete autoregressive processes for DNA sequences can be found in [HD06].



tt-analyze estimates the parameters for the model using a method described in [JL83,DHH03] based on the
autocorrelation coefficients of a discrete autoregressive process. (Note that these autocorrelation coefficients can also
be used to analyze sequences as shown in [DPHH05,HD06]).

In our experiments we observed in accordance with [DHH03,HD06] that a trained discrete autoregressive process
can model the mutual information of DNA to a certain extent because some of the correlation in DNA stems from
duplications within the sequence (see Figure 1 left). The entropy of a generated sequence differs substantially from the
training sequence, because the simple copying mechanism does not reflect more complex dependencies. The correla-
tions in natural language texts are not based on the copying of a previous character, but on more complex structures.
Therefore the discrete autoregressive model performs rather poorly on natural language texts.

4.3 Approximate Repeats Model

We implemented the approximate repeats model from section Section 3.4 in tt-generate. The parameters can be
estimated by tt-analyze.

First, we analyzed the impact of the repeats on the entropy and mutual information function in sequences gen-
erated by this model. It turned out that the approximate repeats destroyed short-range correlations. Compared to a
Markov process without repeats, the mutual information function was too low. For higher values, the function has
small fluctuations preventing it from converging to zero.

Second, we tested the parameter estimation process. Similar to [AED98] we generated several sequences of length
500 and 1500 for several sets of predefined parameters. During the generation we used all three repeat types simulta-
neously together with a Markov process of order 4. We then tried to recover the known parameters from the generated
sequences. Due to high fluctuations, we used the median of the parameter for the generated sequences in order to get
acceptable results [AED98]. As expected, for sequences of length 1500 the algorithm performed better. If the initial
values were too far away from the actual value, many iterations were needed. The time for one iteration is significantly
higher for 1500 and at the moment it is impossible to analyze whole chromosomes due to the quadratic runtime. The
heuristic speeds up the process, but quickly leads to a strong underestimation of repeat starts.

4.4 Other Models

Apart from the models mentioned above we also implemented two other more simple generators. The first generator
outputs sequences according to a simple uniform distribution of characters over a given alphabet. The alphabet can be
manually defined, but the user can also chose from predefined alphabets such as dna or amino. The other generator
outputs Fibonacci words of a given length [Lot97]. Fibonacci words are especially interesting when analyzing algo-
rithms or data structures working on texts (such as construction algorithms for suffix trees or suffix arrays [GKS03])
due to their repetitive structure.

5 Program Interface

Both tt-analyze and tt-generate are implemented in C++ as command line tools. The implementation is modular,
allowing new modules for statistical properties and generators to be integrated into the framework.

The parameters for tt-analyze can be specified in a file or via command line. There are also a number of presets
which reduce the number of parameters one has to specify. Options for tt-analyze include skipping of the first line
(for FASTA files), unifying whitespace, ignoring certain characters (such as “N” in DNA sequences) and ignoring
case. The output is given in the CSV (comma separated value) format.
tt-generate generates a sequence with specified length using the selected model and parameters. Parameter

estimation results from tt-analyze can be piped directly to tt-generate.



6 Discussion

One motivation for the sequence generator was to be able to generate sequences similar to biological sequences. When
the focus is on short-range correlations, this works fairly well by using the Markov process. However, long-range
correlations, such as the complex repeat structure of a genome, can not be modeled due to the exponential growth of
the number of parameters. The approximate repeat model has also some restrictions limiting its usability as simulator of
genome-like sequences. Currently, the probability for a repeat start and end is constant, leading to uniformly distributed
repeats of geometrically distributed lengths. This is not very realistic and can be extended to arbitrary distributions as
formulated in [AED98]. Another suggested improvement is the incorporation of more advanced edit operations using
gap costs. The main disadvantage of this model is its quadratic runtime which makes it infeasible for longer sequences
such as whole chromosomes even when using the speedup heuristic. Unfortunately, the parameter estimation works
the better the longer the training sequence is.

For using tt-generate also as a simulator for genome-like sequences we are currently integrating the idea of the
celsim generator of Myers [Mye99] to use a stochastic grammar. This will allow to better simulate the repeat structure
of genomes. Another possibility for generating genome-like sequences is to use for example a Markov process (which
models short-range correlations fairly well) and to then apply one of the evolution simulators from Section 2 (which
are able to model the complex repeat structure of a genome).

The other motivation for both tools was to be able to systematically examine the space-usage and running time of al-
gorithms and data structures for strings, subject to statistical properties of the underlying sequence. With tt-analyze
it is possible to measure, among others, the distribution of q-grams and the entropy of different orders for a given real
world sequence. Furthermore, it is also possible to use tt-generate to output texts that have a predefined distribution
of q-grams and entropy. Evaluating the performance of string algorithms and data structures with these sequences will
make it possible, due to the very controlled conditions, to draw conclusions about the dependency on the statistical
parameters.
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